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Double bass tutti
The Göteborg Opera is receiving
applications for Double bass tutti for
the Göteborg Opera Orchestra. This is
a permanent full-time position starting
2024 or according to agreement.
Deadline for applications 26 August
2024.

The Göteborg Opera is receiving applications for Double bass
tutti to Göteborg Opera Orchestra. This is a permanent full-
time position starting 2024 or according to agreement.

 

Audition Monday, 9 September 2024
Mandatory pieces:

Dittersdorf: Double bass concerto no. 2, 1st movement with
cadenza of your choice
    OR
Vanhal: Double bass concerto, 1st movement with cadenza
of your choice
Orchestra excerpts and ensemble test. Download the
orchestra excerpts here

The audition will be made in orchestra tuning (E-A-D-G). The
Gothenburg Opera tunes at A=442 Hz. We will provide a
pianist for the audition.

Deadline for applications is 26 August 2024.

Depending on the number of applicants a first selection could
take place based on merits and experience.

APPLY HERE

 

About the Göteborg Opera
The Göteborg Opera’s vision is to be one of the leading opera
houses in Northern Europe, a modern and innovative opera
house that distinguishes itself with professionalism and
commitment to the arts. We perform a broad repertoire of
opera, dance, concert and musical theatre and are an

Indrykningsdato

18.06.2024

Ansøgningsfrist

26.08.2024

Virksomhedsnavn

The Göteborg Opera

Fagområde

 Musik / Sang / Lyd

Angiv type af ansættelse

Fuldtid

Navn på kontaktperson

Andreas Lönnqvist

andreas.lonnqvist@opera.se
+46 706 43 91 20

Søg stilling

https://www.opera.se/en/discover/o
organisation/jobs-and-
auditions/double-bass-tutti/

https://gocmsprod.azurewebsites.net/media/a4cgwjfd/go_tuttidoublebass_2024-09-09.pdf
https://opera.varbi.com/en/what:job/jobID:736690/
mailto:andreas.lonnqvist@opera.se
tel:%2B46706439120
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important player in the development of the region.
GöteborgsOperan AB is a community-owned company
employing around 500 people per year. In total around 300
shows are staged every year for around 250,000 visitors on
the Main Stage, the Small Stage and throughout the region. We
have a turnover of around 480 million SEK of which around
30% is from our own resources. The Göteborg Opera is a
diverse workplace with roughly the same number of male and
female employees. The orchestra is made up of 86 musicians.


